Quiltz Quibbler
April, May, and June 2012
Contact Us:
13825 N 32nd St,
Suite 8
Phoenix, AZ 85032
602-482-4141
contact@quiltzonline.com

www.quiltzonline.com
Hours:

Monday-Saturday 10a-5p
Tuesday until 8p
Sunday 12p-4p

Sign up for our email
for all the news
coming weekly.
Visit the front
page of
www.quiltzonline.com
under newsletter
signup.

Welcome Spring and our 2nd Birthday! We can't believe 2
years have passed. What fun we've had all thanks to you,
our wonderful customers. As always there is something
for everyone this quarter at Quiltz. New applique and
landscape classes as well as flower making, trapunto,
machine embroidery and lots of handwork have been added
for April, May and June. Also beginning in April we will
introduce wool and supplies including beginner classes and
a beginner wool club. Grandma Nell will be here on our
Birthday and each Wednesday in April with a new picture
piecing technique. We will have beautiful samples borrowed
from the author, Cynthia England. As the weather warms
and we start to hibernate to the air conditioner, we all
look for something to work on inside or take with us as we
retreat to the North. Be sure to include a Quiltz class in
your Spring plans for great project ideas.
Grandma Nell’s Nifty Notion
will be in the shop every Wednesday
11a-2p

CLOSED ON
Sunday, April 8th - Easter
Sunday, May 13th – Mother’s Day

Grandma Nell will be here in April.
Then she is taking the summer off.
Be sure to stop by and see what
she has to demo before she goes.

RACING FOR RONALD MCDONALD

Date: Saturday, April 21st &/or Monday, May 7th, 2012
Time: 10:30AM – 4:00PM
Skill Level: All
There are many needs in our community that allow us to help others. One such need is quilts for the children &
their families who stay at Ronald McDonald house while getting medical treatment here in the valley. We have
decided to dedicate two days to making quilts to help fill that need. This is a no stress, fun & easy class. The
pattern we have chosen is “The Racer” quilt. But you can work on any quilt design you would like. The Racer
pattern goes together so very fast and is so very easy that you could even get two or more tops sewn in one day.
Take the tops home and finish your quilt or quilts then return them to the store and we’ll make sure they get to
where they are needed. Come have a fun day sewing and helping someone else at the same time.
Fee: No CHARGE – Just Let Us Know You Are Coming

MACHINE QUILTING I
Carol Meka
Saturday, May 19th
Time: 10:30a-4:30p
Skill Level: Beginner/Intermediate

BASICS

HEIRLOOM HAND QUILTING
Sunday, May 20th
Skill Level: Beginner/Intermediate

Carol Meka
Time: 12p-4p

Carol will guide you step-by-step into the ABSOLUTE
freedom of free–motion quilting; meandering, echo, stippling
and creating your own overall designs. She will also be
covering the importance of thread, batting, proper basting
and how to get that huge quilt under your machine! Her
unique methods will develop confidence, and beautiful
stitches; she promises you will have FUN along the way.
This will be a technique class and there will be no main
project. We will be practicing on muslin.
Fee: $60

Come sit in a circle with Carol while she takes you stitchby-stitch into the world of beautiful hand quilting – those
straight, even, tiny stitches all quilters dream of. This
class is for everyone – from the very beginner to the more
advanced quilter wanting to improve their stitch.
Carol’s patient and enthusiastic method of teaching will
ensure your enjoyment and excitement of bringing back
this seemingly lost tradition of hand quilting. Quilting
tools, marking and basting will also be covered.
Class Project:
14” feathered heart – can be made into a
pillow or used as a wall hanging.
Fee: $40
BASIC REDWORK EMBROIDERY
Friday, June 8th
Skill Levels: All Levels

Sharron Meyer
Time: 1p-4p

The love of redwork embroidery goes back many years and
remains popular today! It’s easy, relaxing and very
portable.
We will start at the very beginning, going over the use of a
light box and tracing your patterns to fabric. You will learn
basic stitches and the technique to get fine inside and out
side points as well as colonial knots…and keeping the back
of the project looking nice and neat too.
If you enjoy doing handwork of any kind, this class will
open up some new possibilities.
Fee: $ 21 includes kit

QUILTING FOR THE CLUELESS – THE SAMPLER SESSION
Tuesday, April 10th, 24th AND May 8th, 22nd
Skill Level: Beginning

HAND APPLIQUE BASICS
Susan Stephenson
One-on-One Personal Instruction
By Appointment Only
Skill Level: Beginner or Experienced (Refresher Course)
Applique Basics introduce the student to the fine art of
hand sewing and hand applique! Based on Mimi Dietrich’s
book Baltimore Basics – Album Quilts from Start to Finish.
The student will practice needle-turn applique along with
many other hand applique techniques. Completion of a
Baltimore Album Sample Book (see shop display) or small wall
hanging is possible as a keepsake of all the sewing
techniques. Join me in personal one-on-one instruction to
enhance your hand applique skills!
Fee: $75 (Plus $20 registration fee, collected at 1st class)
This fee total for all 6 classes
Kenna Hough
Time: 6p-8p

In this second session using Start Quilting by Alex Anderson as our resource, we will create a sampler quilt. This
sampler quilt features several classic quilt blocks such as flying geese, log cabin, rail fence, nine patch, and my
personal favorite, the friendship star. We will also cover simple techniques for quilting your sampler. The goal of
this class is to produce a completed quilt, not just a quilt top.
Fee: $60

Note: Participants do not have to complete “Quilting for the Clueless- Part 1” to join this class. All participants are
welcome. Classes are spaced two weeks apart to allow for completing work on your blocks.
Fee: $60

MARINER’S COMPASS
Sunday, April 22nd
Skill Level: All Levels

Bobbie Ward
Time: 12p-4p

Have you been afraid to try a Mariner’s Compass, paper
piecing or applique? This project will give you a chance to try
both in one project. I will supply the paper piecing patterns.
We will only do the center of Medallion in class. The finishing
is up to you for a pillow, wall hanging or small table runner.
Come and enjoy the challenge.
Fee: $30
BIRDS OF A FEATHER
Monday, April 23rd
Skill Level: All Levels

Barb Janson
Time: 10:30a-1:30p

Create this graphic Springtime 16” x 20” appliquéd wall quilt
with a contemporary look, in just a few short hours. Three
colorful small print fabrics combine quickly with a scattering
of fused- appliquéd flowers and a bird. Perfect for beginning
appliquers. Quick and easy no-stress techniques with
fabulous results.
Fee: $ 30
BEGINNING LANDSCAPE QUILTS
Tuesday, May 1st
Skill level: Beginning

Barb Janson
Time: 10:30a-1:30p

Experiment with color and composition as you discover the
secrets of creating a small fabric landscape. Capture the
mood of a scene with just a few bits of batik and a layering
technique that builds depth. Make a miniature landscape
that reminds you of your special place or favorite vacation.
It’s easy!
Fee: $40
REFLECTIONS
Thursday, May 10th
Skill level: All Levels

BASIC BEGINNING QUILTING
Sharron Meyer & Susan Sochacki
April 11, 18, 25; May 2, 9, 16, 23; June 6
Skill
level: Beginning/Intermediate Time: 10:30a-12:30p
This is an eight week program that will take you from
rotary cutting to a finished quilt in weekly two-hour
classes. You will learn the basics of rotary cutting,
accurate piecing of two simple blocks, machine quilting, and
binding your 39” x 48” size quilt. In addition, we love to
toss in tips and tricks along the way. You must be
comfortable using your sewing machine and prepared to do
the weekly homework on your project. If you ever wanted
to make a quilt and had no idea where to start, we have the
perfect solution for you!
Fee: $90-plus $15 for handbook (collected at 1st class)
This fee total for all 6 classes

CABLE APPLIQUE SWEATSHIRT
Thursday, May 3rd
Skill Level: All Levels

Ann Armstrong
Time: 10:30a-4p

Have a great time turning a plain sweatshirt into a classy
jacket with this simple-to-learn technique. The jacket is
easy to make and filled with endless possibilities. Dress it
up with a sparkly contrast fabric or dress it down for jeans
with novelty fabrics-the choice is yours. We will discuss
color and effect and learn a bias binding technique as an
alternative neckline to the pattern’s collared jacket.
Fee: $35

Frances Mueller
Time: 10:30a-1:30p

This is a commemorative quilt for yourself or for someone you love. You select the color(s) for the memory ribbon blocks. Then
pick your special person’s favorite colors and fabrics for the neighboring blocks.
Fee:$25
FRIENDSHIP TRIANGLE SWAP
IT’S BACK – Last Time we had 7,500 triangles turned in!!!
Come into the shop between Feb. 18th and April 21st and purchase your Cinnamon Stick. Each Cinnamon Stick will have 2
pieces of fabric (one light and one dark) and a piece of Edyta’s triangle paper. One roll will make 28 half-square
triangles and will cost $4.00.
Take your Cinnamon Stick home, and follow the directions to stitch and cut out on the lines of the triangle paper. That’s
it! Using the triangle paper ensures that, with some care, all of the half-square triangles turn out exactly the same, no
matter who makes them.
Throughout the two-month period you can continue to purchase Cinnamon Sticks to make more and more half-square
triangles. The more you make, the more you’ll get back. Bring in your completed triangles up until Apr. 30th. We will mix
up the triangles to insure that you receive a good assortment. For each set of 28 triangles you bring in, you will receive
a ticket.
Come back on May 19th between 10a-2p for the Pickup. You will receive a bag of 28 assorted triangles for every ticket
that you return to us. We will be offering classes using your Cinnamon Sticks. Come make some new friends. Be warned –
this is addicting!

TECHNIQUES
FUSIBLE APPLIQUE: MCKENNA RYAN WAY
Barb Janson
Tuesday, April 3rd
Time: 1:30p-4:30p
Skill Level: All Levels
Learn the basic steps of this quick and easy
technique while creating a charming “Under the Sea”
art quilt as Barb explains and demonstrates fusible
web applique - the McKenna Ryan way. Find out just
how to stretch that cute mini-art quilt around a 12”
canvas frame. No mitering or binding needed.
Fee: $30

GINKOS IN NOVEMBER
Friday, April 6th
Skill Level: All Levels

Joan Salik
Time: 10:30a-1:30p

Fuse your way to a beautiful wall hanging! Change
colors to reflect your favorite season. Quilt at your
leisure.
Fee: $25
HOPI SUN & MINI HOPI SUN
Ann Armstrong
Friday, April 20th
Time: 10:30a-4:30p
Skill Level: All Levels
Create this exciting and fun southwest wall hanging or
table topper in traditional colors or colors to match your
décor. This also can be made into a southwest Christmas
tree skirt. The technique for making this unique quilt will
start you on a road with endless possibilities. While this
might seem complicated, the technique is simple and makes
up quickly for individual gifts for family and friends.
Fee: $35

9 PATCH PIZZAZZ
Friday, May 11th
Skill Level: All Levels

Joan Salik
Time: 10:30a-1:30p

Here’s a new twist to making a showpiece. Using a
great focus fabric and 9 patch and WOW!
Fee: $35
FABRIC FLOWERS
Monday, April 30th, May 14th
Sunday, June 10th
Skill Level: All Levels

Leslie Foley
Time:10:30-2p
Time 12:30p-4p

Come learn to make 3 beautiful fabric flowers each
month to bring dimension to your quilts, bags, table
runners and other projects.
Fee: $23/ month

ANATOMY OF AN ART QUILT
Barb Janson
Monday, April 2nd
Time: 10:30a-4p
Skill Level: All Levels
Bring your ideas for an art quilt to this all-day class to get
Barb’s hands-on help getting started. Learn how to take your
inspiration through the design process, from construction to
completion, as this award-winning teacher reviews the elements of
good design, including color theory. * An excellent design review
for even the experienced quilter.
Fee: $40
LET’S TWIST (TECHNIQUE)
Thursday, May 17th
Skill Level: Beginner

Leslie Smith
Time: 1p-3p

Remember the fun you had doing the twist? You will have just as
much fun creating pinwheel projects with the Little Twister. So,
grab a charm square pack and your twister tool along with the other
supplies and come learn a simple way to an old technique. There’s no
limit to the projects you can make with your twisting tool.
Fee: $30
LOCKER HOOK
Thursday, April 12th
Skill level: Beginning

Leslie Smith
Time: 10:30a-12:30p

Bring a friend and join us for a fun class to learn Locker Rug
Hooking! This technique is a simple, fast, and fun way to make rugs.
You can use the fabric stash you already have on hand to make a
scrappy rug or purchase matching fabric to make a more stylized
rug. This rug will be washable and durable. All you need are a few
simple tools, fabric, and a few hours to learn. So, grab a friend and
your supplies and come join us for this fun class of Locker Hook
Rugs.
Fee: $25
FUN AND EASY BARGELLO SHIRT
Sunday, April 15th
Skill Level: Beginning

Kenna Hough
Time: 12:30p-4p

Learn how to transform a basic denim shirt (or sweatshirt) into a
cute jacket. Simple strip sets are the key to this easy
transformation. Once you make one of these quick and easy Bargello
shirts, you won’t want to stop until you have a closet full and have
made them for all your friends! The pattern calls for ¼ yard each of
four coordinating prints but I always get 1/3 yard pieces. That way
you have plenty to make your panel as wide as you want/need. As a
class bonus we will share some ideas for using any left-over strips
you may have .
Fee: $25

FABRIC MANIPULATION
Sunday, April 29th
Skill level: Intermediate

Jo Van Loo
Time: 12:30-3:30p

Have fun learning new techniques for manipulating and
embellishing fabrics. Explore ideas that can be used in quilts,
purses, or clothing. Learn to fold your fabric to add elegance
and three dimensions on a vest, quilt or purse. Students will
learn several techniques which can be applied to a choice of
wearable art, purse or quilt.
Fee: $20
WOOL – NEEDLE KEEPER
Tuesday, May 22nd
Skill Level: Intermediate

Donna Travers
Time: 10:30a-12:30p

In this class you will be making a small needle keeper to carry
around with you when you are doing wool applique. You will be
taught several techniques using wool and applique in order to
complete the project.
MUST KNOW HOW TO WORK WITH WOOL
Fee: $20

BEGINNER WOOL
Tuesday, April 24th
Skill Level: Beginner

Donna Travers
Time: 10:30a-12:30p

If you are interested in learning how to work with wool, this is
the class for you. You will be making a wool pincushion and will
leave with a finished project and beginning knowledge of wool.
Fee: $20

FABRIC COLLAGE
Saturday, May 26th
Skill Level: Intermediate

Barb Janson
Time: 10a-5p

Learn new and exciting applique techniques inspired by the work
of Rosemary Eichorn, in this day filled with dozens of creative
ideas. Choose a variety of textures and patterns, large motifs
and small ones to layer your own fabric collage. Stretch your
design and color savvy with encouragement and advice from this
experienced teacher. Come Play with us.. It’ll be fun!
Fee: $40 - Bring A Lunch
FABULOUS FISH
Saturday, June 16th
Skill Level: All Levels

Joan Salik
Time: 10:30a-2:30p

Let’s explore a new technique and have a lot of fun. Release
your inner child and create art!
Fee: $35

WOOL – PENNY RUG
Thursday, June 7th
Skill Level: Intermediate

Donna Travers
Time: 10:30a-12:30p

In this class you will be making a heart penny rug. You will be
taught several techniques using wool and applique in order to
create this cute rug.
Fee: $20

SHADOW TRAPUNTO
Friday, May 18th
Skill Level: Beginning

Kenna Hough
Time: 10:30a-5p

Based on the book Shadow Trapunto Quilts by Geta Grama you
will learn the simple steps using organza and high loft batting
to create beautiful quilts. This technique produces dramatic
results that will have you wanting to make many quilts using this
technique. Please note that participants need to have a basic
understanding of free motion quilting. Slow and easy is our
mantra and this is a great way for you to get more experience
with free motion. Come learn this beautiful, addictive
technique!
Fee: $25

NEW YORK BEAUTY
Thursday, May 24th
Skill Level: All Levels

Bobbie Ward
Time: 1p-5p

This class will use the point and wedge templates that come
with the book, which give the blocks a 3 dimensional look. We
will assemble the blocks and learn the use of the cut-a-round
and 8 ½ inch square arch tools. Come enjoy the challenge and
learn some new techniques.
Fee: $30

BRIDAL BOUQUET
Tuesday, June 26th
Skill Level: Intermediate/Advance

Bobbie Ward
Time: 2p-7p

You might have seen or purchased this pattern at the recent
quilt show. Are you still afraid to get started or wish you had
bought the pattern? Well, come join us to work it out together.
It’s easier than it looks! There are lots of other uses to the
templates that come with the pattern. I have some tips that
might make it easier for you to assemble.
Fee: $30

CLUBS
NORTH AMERICAN MYSTERY QUILTS
Sunday, May 27th – Texas
Skill level: All Levels

Dawn Pedersen
Time: 12p-4p

Fun, fun, fun as we discover the pattern and solve the mystery of
each quilt. You will learn multiple ways to use your blocks, as well
as a bit of history about our United States. You will want to make
more than one. Two color choices will be available for each quilt.
See you in class.
Fee: $25/per class
PAPER-PIECING CLUB
Wednesday, April 11th, May 9th, June 13th
Skill level: All levels

Time: 1:30p-4:30p

Sue Bushmaker
Time: 10a-4p

Come work on your current project and bring any questions that
you are having on your work. Sue will help you troubleshoot and
get you back on target to finishing. Hoopsisters, come work on
your projects, Sue will help you with embroidery.
Fee: $15
FLOWER BASKETS Arlene Southworth
Monday, April 16th, May 21st, June 18th
Skill Level: Intermediate/ Advanced

Fee: $15/ month

Dates: Last Tuesday and Wednesday of the month

Skill Level: All Levels

Time: 5p-11p

Join us on a Friday night and bring a little project
you have been meaning to get to but haven’t,
something that just needs a little finishing up, or
maybe you just want to come visit with other
quilters. We eat, play a game, have show-n-tell, and
sometimes finish a UFO. The store is open from 5 to
7 p.m. for BYOP participants only. Bring a drink for
yourself and a snack to share. Fee: $10/per session
AFFAIRS OF THE HEART
Arlene Southworth
Thursday, April 19th, May 17th, June 14th
Skill Levels: Intermediate/Advanced Time: 10a-12p
These blocks are great for a “take along project”
since they are only 10” each. You can make all 36 of
them, or only three or four for a table runner. They
can be done in needle turn or fusible and the color
palette is endless.
Fee: $15/ month

THIMBLEBERRIES CLUB

Donna Travers

Tuesday, April 17th, May 15th, June 19th 10:30a-12:30p
or
Saturday, April 14th, May 12th, June 10th 10:30a-11:30p

Skill Level: All Levels
Time: 1p-3p

Let your imagination go wild with all those bits and pieces of
fringe and trims from your stash.. The more the better.
This quilt can be made in many different color ways.

ASK SUE

Staff

Sharron Meyer

So many of you have taken the beginning paper-piecing class and
have come to love the process as much as I do. Our club got off
to a great start this year and we’d love to have you join us.
Bring a project you are currently working on or make the
sampler blocks we are adding to each month. Don’t forget a
little show & share too!
Fee:$8/month
Special Ask Sue Day
Saturday, June 30th

BYOP (Bring Your Own Project)
Friday, April 13th, May 11th, June 8th
Skill level: All levels

I would like to personally invite you to come and join
Lynette Jensen’s Thimbleberries Club. We are a
group of ladies that come together to enjoy the art
of quilting. We share ideas and new quilting
techniques. Come and see if the Club is for you.
Fee: $40 for the year

Sue Bushmaker
Time: Varies Check Calendar

Have you had problems understanding a pattern? Can't figure out how to use your serger or embroidery machine? Need a
little guidance on how to put assemble you latest project. Come to Ask Sue. I will be in the classroom during the day sewing
but will help with any challenges and answer any questions that you have. Come and sew. Look for your new project and don't
be afraid to tackle it.
Fee: $15/session

project

CLUBS – CONT…
EARTH TO QUILTERS – Hoopsisters Session I
Jennifer Rossetti
th
th
th
Saturday, April 28 , May 26 , June 30
Time 4p-8p
Skill level: All Levels
SESSION II STARTING IN JUNE last Friday of the month
DEPENDING ON CLASS AHEAD OF US WE MAY START A LITTLE LATER.
Join us as we go outside the box during this eight-month series. The 2012
EmbroidaBlock of the Month by HoopSisters is, "Earth To Quilters"! This
collection of quilts and projects takes quilting in the hoop of your embroidery
machine to a whole new level! Explore traditional quilt blocks, created in a
non-traditional way. EmbroidaBlock designs are quilt blocks created in the
machine embroidery hoop.
$15/per month
HAND APPLIQUE BASICS CLUB
Tuesday, April 17th, May 15th, June 19th
Skill Level: For the Hand Applique Basic Student

Susan Stephenson
Time: 6p-8p

Join me in exploring new hand applique techniques each month or review
previous techniques from Hand Applique Basics. Come visit and share with
other students your love of hand applique.
Fee: $10/session
WOOL APPLIQUE CLUB
Monday, April 16th, May 21st, June 18th
Skill Level: Intermediate/ Advanced

Arlene Southworth
Time: 10a-12p

Have fun with wool applique. No needle turning required. There is no end to
the embelishments you can use – buttons, tassels, lots of floss and threads.
This quilt can be any size you want. You can use all wool, or add flannels or
brushed cottons (pre-shrunk, please) Bet you can’t just make a few blankets.
Fee: $15/ month
DOOR STOP APPLIQUE
Saturday, April 7th, May 5th, June 2nd
Skill Level: Intermediate/Advanced

Arlene Southworth
Time: 10a-12p

These old heavy cast-iron doorstops were used in homes during the Victorian
Era. Have fun recreating a small part of history in this wall hanging.
Fee: $15/ month

Clubs that meet regularly at Quiltz:
Lunch Bunch – Meets 1st Friday
Sunrise Stitchers – Meets 2nd Tuesday
Smocking Guild – 2nd Thursday
Welcome to Smocking Guild as they hold their retreat Friday and Saturday,
April 27th and 28th at Quiltz.
Contact individual groups about joining/membership.

REDWORK CLUB
Sharron Meyer
th
th
Wednesday, April 11 , May 9 , June 13th
Skill level: All levels
Time: 1:30p-4:30p
If you have a love of redwork hand
embroidery and would like to spend some time
on a monthly basis with ladies of a similar
mindset, won’t you consider joining us on the
2nd Tuesday afternoon of each month? This
will be an opportunity to relax and enjoy
meeting some new friends while stitching the
time away. Just bring along the project you
are working on or consider starting something
new.
We will be sharing the classroom space with
the monthly paper piecing club so lots of
creative vibes will be floating around!
Fee: $8/month
QUILTIES TRADING
Sandie Jensen
Sunday, April 1st, May 6th, June 3rd
Skill Level: All Levels
Time:12p-2p
Wonder what to do with those leftover scraps?
Like to create? Join us as we do our spin on
Artist Trading Cards. Come and learn to make
QUILTIES. These 4x6-inch original works will
become small art quilts. Then you can trade
with other students in the class to have a
variety. Each month we will have a trading
session that is optional to participate in and
then learn a new trick(technique). This is a fun
class for all skill levels.
Fee:$8.50/month

STITCH YOUR OWN STORY

Arlene Southworth

Saturday, April 7th, May 5th, June 2nd
Skill Level: Intermediate/Advanced Time: 1p-3p
This is a quilt that is all about you. There is a
family tree, an engagement, a wedding and
children. It could go on and on. You’d be
surprised at how many things come to mind
once you get started. Each quilt is unique, and
it is fun to see what everyone else is creating.
Fee: $15/month
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Trapunto
10:30a-4p

25

5
DoorStop
10a-12p
Stitch Your Own
Story
1p-3p
12
Thimbleberries
10:30a-11:30a

19
Machine Quilting I
10:30a-4:30p
Cinnamon Stick
Pick-up
26
Fabric Collage
10:30a-3p
Earth to Quilters
4p-8p

31

Tuesday Open Until 8pm

1
Lunch Bunch

3
Quilties Trading
12p-2p

4

5

6
Basic Beginning
Quilting
10:30 – 12:30

7
Wool – Penny Rug
10:30a-12:30p

8
Basic Redwork
Embroidery
1p-4p
BYOP
5p-11p
15

2
DoorStop
10a-12p
Stitch Your Own
Story
1p-3p
9
Thimbleberries
10:30a-11:30a

10
Fabric Flowers
12:30p-4p

11

12
Sunrise Stitchers

13
Paper Piecing &
Redwork Club
1:30p-3:30p

14
Affairs of the
Heart
10a-12p

17
Father’s Day

18
Wool Applique
Club
10a-12p

19
Thimbleberries
10:30a-12:30p

20

21

22

23

27
Ask Sue
10:30a-4:30p

28

29

30
Special Ask Sue
10a-4p

24
Meet The Teacher
12p-2p

Flower Baskets
1p-3p
25

Basic Applique
Club 6p-8p
26
Bridal Bouquet
2p-7p

Earth to Quilters
Session II
5p-9p

Ask Sue
10:30a-4:30p

Basic Sewing
Supplies List










16
Fabulous Fish
10:30a-2:30p

Earth to Quilters
Session I
4p-8p

Classroom
Policies
Our Class Dos:

Thread
Rotary Cutter (with sharp blades)
and mat
Scissors (paper and fabric, thread)
Pins
Seam Ripper
Pencil/Pen and paper
Ironing pad and small travel iron
Thimble (for handwork if needed)
Power strip – just in case

If your class supply list says to bring your
machine:
 Sewing machine in good working
order with all accessories,
including manual, foot, and cord.
Sewing machine feet required for
class.
 Extra machine needles
 Good quality Thread

* Do pay ahead of time to ensure your
spot. Payments may be made in the
store, or by phone with a credit card.
* Do show your receipt of registration to
receive 20% off on class supplies only
(we are not able to give 20% off after
class has occurred)
* Do bring your supplies to class.
* Do be on time.
* Do cancel a class ahead of time. You
may do so up to 3 days prior to class and
receive a store credit. You could also
have someone else take your place in
class. (unfortunately we will not be able
to credit once the class has occurred)

Nominate Quiltz As Your Favorite
Arizona Quilt Shop
for the Shop of the Year Award

Nominations for the 2012 Arizona Quilt Shop of the Year are now being
accepted. Deadline is 5:00pm Monday, May 14, 2012.
The genesis of any great quilt or quilter is the local quilt shop. Here, imaginations soar,
friendships form, and fabric stashes expand. What sets your favorite shop apart from the
rest? Is it the service...fabric selection...classes...or a combination of these things that make
this quilt shop shine brighter than any other under the Arizona sun?
For More Information or the Link to the Forms Visit.
http://www.quiltzonline.com/nominate-your-favorite-arizona-quilt-shop.htm

NEW BOM STARTING
WOMEN OF COURAGE
The Women of Courage fabric collection has luscious floral prints, beautiful tonal blenders and a
breathtaking color palette of brown, tan, red, teal and green. The 12 month BOM is special because each
block from the program corresponds to a brave and courageous woman in world history. Together, they
create a spectacular Block of the Month. Enjoy learning a little bit about history as you sew with this
gorgeous collection.

Cynthia England
Trunk Show in April

England Design is the web home of Cynthia England, an internationally known
quilting instructor and quilt pattern designer. Cynthia is most well-known for
her Picture Pieced quilts. Cynthia's most recognized quilt, Piece and Quiet, was
chosen as one of the "The Twentieth Century's Best American Quilts" in
2000.In addition to this award, Cynthia won Best of Show at the International
Quilt Festival in Houston for Piece and Quiet in 1993 and for Open Season in
2000.

Quiltz is excited to have Cynthia England’s Trunk Show for the month of
April. Come in and see these magnificent works of art.
WOOL IS COMING TO QUILTZ IN APRIL
You have been so patient and we have worked hard on
finding the right wool for you.
Stop in and check out wool from Dorr Mills and
our local wool talent Sonoran Woolens

Next Meet The Teacher
June 24th
12PM-2PM
Make sure you are receiving our emails
and be watching for these specials:
April –Marti Michell
May – Wool
June - Pattern

Need a Meeting Place? Choose Quiltz!
Do you have a group of friends or a guild looking
for a meeting place?
Contact: Cindy or Jennifer

OPEN SEW
When: Any day with no class
Time: Store hours
Cost: $5
We have Bernina Sewing Machines available
to rent. Call ahead and reserve so you don’t have to
bring yours from home.

Cost: $10 – includes new needle and bobbin to
take home

Quiltz – Supports the Community:
We are drop off location for:
Quilts of Valor
Project Linus
AZ Blankets
Million Pillowcase Challenge
Along with donating scraps to various
charties!

Crusaders Retreat
Tues. – Thurs. 11a-7p, Fri. - Sat 11a-11p, Sun. 12p-6p Closed on Mon.
Major Events
Weekly:
Tuesday – Legacy Magic
Wednesday – Standard Magic and Board Game Night
Thursday – Yu-Gi-Oh
Friday – Magic
Saturday – Naruto & RPG Night
Sunday – Painting Tips
Every 2nd Saturday of Each Month
40K Tournament

